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LORD OF THE TOYS follows YouTube creator Max  

“Adlersson” Herzberg and his gang over the course of a 

summer and leaves a dystopian impression of the first 

generation of young adults, who never knew the world 

without the internet. A story about the West in general 

and East Germany in particular.

A story about
the West in general
and East Germany 

in particular.
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The 20 year old Max “Adlersson” Herzberg, from Dresden, 

decided not to spend his life working. Instead he reviews 

knives and other products, unboxes limited fan editions 

of mainly gangsta rap albums, gives talks about himself,  

drinks, swears and bawls in town, humiliates others, 

cracks controversial jokes and crosses every boundary he 

sees.  Max is a YouTube creator and makes a decent living 

off of it. 

Most of Max’s friends have their own channels on YouTube 

and Instagram, some are even quite successful. Max and his 

gang are dubious role models, but without a doubt, they are 

celebrities of their generation with more than 300,000 active 

fans.

Is Max a violence-glorifying influencer with far-right 

tendencies or a usual adolescent, just trying to find himself, 

having been born into a time where the lines between private 

life and public self-display are blurred? He might be both, 

possibly without being overly aware of it.

LORD OF THE TOYS follows him and his gang over the  

course of a summer and leaves a dystopian impression of 

the first generation of young adults, who never knew the 

world without the internet, YouTube and Instagram. The film 

portrays them and studies the milieu in which their life style 

is thriving: the West in general and East Germany in particular.

Synopsis
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The prize for the best German documentary film is awarded to LORD OF THE TOYS by  

director Pablo Ben Yakov and cameraman André Krummel, because it is smart,  

differentiating, extremely courageous and full of a painful political topicality. And it  

satisfies the requirement a good documentary film must have: It helps people getting 

to understand what’s going on elsewhere. The film shows the everyday life of a group of  

Dresden-based youtubers, boys, a few girls, no adults for miles around, who are straddling 

close to right-wing positions out of boredom and forlornness; and, in doing so, have  

several hundred thousand followers in the social media. They are seeking to create a world, 

in which they obtain reputation, although it will prevent the fulfillment of their needs at the 

same time. Trust and closeness. The filmmakers have taken to crossing a border; they get  

involved in a completely different milieu, with a different generation and accept another  

political stance, so as to seriously get to the bottom of things of what you read in the  

dailies is a danger for our democracy. They go down as deeply as possible, right down to 

the deepest depths. They try not to evaluate matters with biased, preconceived schemata. 

Nor do they anywhere lose their own stance and critical distance. They want to understand 

something, namely the dynamics which makes whole groups of young people slide into  

radicalism. The film is excellent without falling into routine or being too serene. It is an  

affectionate film, far beyond any empty phrases. And besides, it is deeply impressive – 

under both aesthetic and dramaturgical aspects. Given its format, the film makes an  

unprecedented contribution to understand what’s just going on in our world. Sometimes you 

hear remarks about films that they hurt – this one really hurts, partly physically. But for a 

good reason.

Jury Statement, DOK Leipzig

The film makes an
unprecedented contribution 
to understand what’s just 
going on in our world.

DOK LEIPZIG

2018

GERMAN
COMPETITION

GOLDEN DOVE
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“…disturbing 
and immensely 

revealing.”

Press Commentary

Welt, Christian Meier

“ ’Lord of the Toys’ triggered furious protests in 2018. To me 

it was a huge gift: it shows how and why young people drift 

far right way more precisely than most political art.”

Die Zeit, Helene Hegemann

“ ’Lord of the Toys’ is a film just as disturbing as confident 

about a parallel universe, that German cinema has never 

come this close to.”

Berliner Zeitung, Ralf Schenk

“You don’t have to like it , but you should watch it.”

Der Freitag, Stefanie Diekmann

“Who is able to transform the first defensive reaction into 

contemplation, will certainly benefit.”

Sächsische Zeitung, Claudia Euen

“A youth culture delighted by their own stupefaction. 

A youth culture using a disturbing language. A youth  

culture drifting into a form of radicalism out of indifference 

and boredom –  without being aware of it. That‘s reality in  

Germany 2018.”

Weser Kurier, Andreas Fischer

“Instead of plastering their film with trigger warnings,  

the filmmakers relied on genuinely cinematic means like  

editing, cinematography, music.”

Süddeutsche Zeitung, Philipp Bovermann
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What was your initial question that you started filming 

with? What excactly did you want to show? 

Pablo Ben Yakov: We were interested in the structural 

system, which we think is rather the issue, than four kids 

from Dresden running wild, seeming to regard their steady 

transgressions as just normal. Everybody should be able 

to immediately detect the problems we show on that level. 

The question bothering us was: what are the mechanics that  

create the breeding grounds for this kind of 

“entertainment?” In the end, Max and his friends were  

just consistently following the laws of the social network’s 

attention economics – ultimately responsible for the 

success of such content. 

Prior to the world premiere at DOK Leipzig there was 

quite some heavy criticism, saying for example the film was  

affirmative and obtrusive. A narrator was missing as well 

as a clear attitude of the filmmakers. Why did you decide 

not to explain what you are showing?

PBY: I don‘t think narration would have  

contributed much. We wanted to draw attention to the  

fact that a dangerous de-communication is emerging on the 

internet, with people saying absurd things and creating an  

enormously aggressive atmosphere. It ‘s this aggressive 

mood that is dangerous. That is palpable in the film. When,  

for example, Max empties a can of deodorant by spraying  

another boy‘s face over minutes at a time, it ‘s clear that this 

is really painful, it crosses borders — it ‘s pure aggression and  

violence. Having a narrator say that is superfluous. I trust 

the audience to understand these things.  

André Krummel: And our attitude is definitely part of the 

film, it ’s visible, it ’s just not a narrating text. Instead we used 

cinematic tools like editing, music and sound design... 

There was also criticism, your film was offering an 

unfiltered platform for its protagonists. What is your 

response to that?

PBY: Obviously, we‘ve created a platform in the form of 

a film. So naturally, the question is justified. It ‘s something 

you always have to ask yourself as a documentary filmmaker 

if you plan to tackle problematic issues. But in this specific 

case, I also think you have to ask yourself which platform 

is the dangerous one? Max Herzberg has around 350,000 

subscribers, mostly aged between 12 and 20. But  

asides from his main  audience, the phenomenon we  

show is hardly known at all. Still I believe we all have to 

face up to it, because – even if it sounds a bit dramatic – it  

concerns our children, our future.

AK: This phenomenon isn’t brand new either. Max 

has his channels for years, but on YouTube you can only 

see parts of the problem. Many critical scenes can’t be 

shown because YouTube censors them. That creates a  

distorted image. Our film can show it all – that is the  

cinema’s advantage that we don’t have to censor.

Were there tricky situations for you? Were you sometimes 

tempted to intervene in the events in front of your camera?

AK: Actually from the third day of shooting on we 

faced almost only tricky situations, that took us to our 

limits of being able to purely “observe”. At the same time, 

we knew what to expect beforehand and even though we had 

deliberately decided to capture it all, we had to make 

choices in each case. In the end, intuition mostly took over, 

because in some situations whatever you might have  

discussed before just doesn’t matter. For example I learned  

I ’m not able to film physical violence, although we had decided  

it is important to show that too. When the fight started I  

suddenly turned off the camera. Psychological violence is  

harder to detect and therefore easier to film. Sometimes  

we only realized afterwards what we really had filmed. 

How does Max’s family react to what he does?

PBY: Max has an average middle class background. 

Both parents work and live in the suburbs. Max’s father 

speaks rather critical about his son’s videos. For example he 

describes Max’s entourage as “primitive” and one of his 

favorite phrases is: “It ’s all very, very sad.”

 At the same time he’s regularly featured in Max’s 

vlogs and he has an Instagram account under the name 

“Methenvieh” that has more than 11,000 followers. I think 

it ’s not easy for him to really understand the digital world, 

in which his son is a celebrity. But Max being financially  

independent, standing on his own feet and having real  

success by his early twenties, is certainly something he’s 

proud of.

Q & A with the filmmakers
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How would you put your film in context of the political  

atmosphere in Eastern Germany?

PBY: The political atmosphere affects our protagonists 

rather than the other way around. But constantly having 

an audience does create a circle of course, affecting both 

ways. My impression is all that extreme right demeanor, 

the vocabulary, the clothes, etc. are some kind of a defiant 

response. They take on their role as East German racists, 

which they feel society expects of them anyway. At the same 

time they found one of the last remaining tools to effectively 

attract attention, something very precious today. But 

as far as I could see, they don’t have a sincere political 

conviction of any sort. Quite the contrary. Terms like  

“right-wing” or “left-wing”, that we’re still trying to describe 

political landscapes with, vanish in Max’s world and don’t 

seem to mean anything. 

Max Herzberg has quite an online reach. How dangerous do 

you think people like him can be?

PBY: I wouldn’t want to judge him like that, but it is safe 

to say that he has a lot of power over his followers. Whatever 

Max does, others are going to copy it. In that sense there 

are certainly dangers coming with it. I think it is absolutely 

imperative that the journalists are asking questions now, 

since that is the duty of journalism. I understand our job as 

documentary filmmakers as to draw attention to an issue 

and I think we have successfully achieved  that.

Have you started planning your next project?

PBY: Yes, and we have already started shooting again. 

But this time a long-term project, planned for the next 

couple of years. Also we’re in the middle of researching 

for our diploma film, which we are going to collaborate on 

together again.
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Born 1989 in Sangerhausen. Studies Directing / Documen-

tary Films at Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg since 2013. 

His 3rd year film “After the Future” premiered at the DOK 

Leipzig Film Festival in 2017 and received an Honorary  

Mention in the German Competition. Works as a director of 

photography for documentaries. Lives in Berlin.

2017 AFTER THE FUTURE - Director, DoP, Editor, Writer

Documentary / 46 minutes

Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg

Premiered at DOK Leipzig

2017 BERLIN EXCELSIOR - DoP, Writer

Director: Erik Lemke / Feature-length Documentary

Rommel Film / RBB

Premiered at Hof International Film Festival 

2016 VIKTORIYA - Director, Writer

Short Documentary / 16mm

Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg

Premiered at Pornfilmfestival Berlin

2016 THE HEART OF STUTTGART - Director, Writer

With: Marc Eberhardt / Animated Documentary

38 Minutes / Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg

Premiered at ITFS

2015 THE BUPHAGUS - Director, Writer, Editor

Shortfilm / Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg

MDR, NDR, RBB

Premiered at Fetish Film Festival Kiel

André Krummel

Filmography (selection)

Born 1986 in Saarbrücken, Germany. Started filmmaking as

a child actor for movies and German television. Worked as 

graphic designer, editing assistant and production assistant 

from 2008 – 2011. Freelancing editor since 2011. Studies 

Directing / Documentary Films at Filmakademie Baden- 

Württemberg since 2013. Lives in Leipzig.

2017 MEUTHEN’S PARTY - Editor

Director: Marc Eberhardt / Feature-length Documentary

Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg

Premiered at Hot Docs Toronto

2016 RECEPTION CENTER II - Director, Writer, DoP

With Marc Eberhardt / Feature-length Documentary

Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg

SWR Junger Dokumentarfilm

Premiered at FILMZ - Festival des Deutschen Kinos

2013 GOOD SOIL - Editor, Writer

Director: Sebastian Lemke / Short Documentary

Paul-Hinze-Kollektiv / POV

Premiered at International Documentary Challenge 

@ Hot Docs Best Film, Best Editing, IDC

Young Talent Award, Filmplus

2013 THE TEACHER’S COUNTRY - Editor

Director: Benjamin Leers / Feature-length Documentary

Premiered at Film Festival Max-Ophüls-Preis

Vitae / Filmographies

Pablo Ben Yakov

Filmography (selection)

Production Company
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg

Akademiehof 10

71638 Ludwigsburg

Producer
Pablo Ben Yakov

pablo.ben_yakov@filmakademie.de

German Distribution
Glotzen Off | Benjamin Leers

leers@glotzenoff.de

Contact




